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“La Reserva Club is a lifestyle destination 
for a new generation,”

says Marc Topiol

At the heart of celebrated Sotogrande, just 30 minutes west of Marbella, La Reserva 
Club is set to become one of Europe’s finest members’ clubs with a sophisticated se-
lection of leisure activities and services as well as an exquisite portfolio of residences 

in view of the Mediterranean Sea. 

Since the early 1960s, the area of Sotogrande has been the well-known playground of the global elite. 
Royal families from all over the world and those in the public eye have long been visitors or residents 
of this 20 km2 stretch along the Andalucian coastline. They come for the world-class polo, champi-
onship golf courses, exciting watersports, tennis, horse-riding and most importantly to connect with 

family and friends in a setting of rare discretion on Mediterranean shores.

Topiol adds, “There’s no place like Sotogrande in the world. For over six decades, families have re-
turned again and again to bask in the local warmth and familiarity among a community of likemind-
ed people. This is where they spend their long summer days in peace, tranquility and understated 
luxury. It is the perfect location for a members’ club that is dedicated to the privacy of its patrons and 

serving their whims and wishes with ease.”

The next chapter in Sotogrande’s glamourous tale and the jewel in its crown, La Reserva Club will 
continue its legacy as one of the most fashionable, discrete and exclusive destinations on the continent. 

Set high on the escarpment overlooking a cobalt sea, La Reserva Club de Sotogrande is already a 
thriving golf club and a local favourite. Designed by Cabell B Robinson, the 18-hole championship 
course is a must-play for any golfer visiting Southern Spain. Part of the World of Leading Golf 
network, the golf club has recently appointed Ryder Cup champion Manuel Piñero as the resident 
professional to enhance and grow member services on the ground. Thought of as the most beautiful, 
Sotogrande’s newest course is quickly becoming the preferred destination for significant events and 

currently hosts an annual programme of international tournaments.  

Serviced by the recently renovated clubhouse, golfers at La Reserva Club can finish play by taking 
their place among the lively ambience and culinary delights of the Club’s destination L’Olive bar and 
restaurant. The ever-changing menu combines Catalan, Basque and Spanish influences, with new 
summer menus designed by Jaime Perez, who trained under El Bulli’s Ferran Adria. With a local 
convivial style, L’Olive offers a unique experience of the finest Andalucian dining. The perfect spot 
to sit outside in the summertime and enjoy a relaxed meal ‘al fresco’, guests can also listen to live 
music on Friday and Saturday evenings and relish the sound of Spanish guitars floating away on a 

Mediterranean breeze.

Nestled among the same sun-kissed slopes, La Reserva Club will provide clear-water lagoons for 
swimming and watersports, shaded beach clubs, a state-of-the art spa and wellness centre for holistic 

wellbeing, dining options of delectable cuisine and a plethora of fun activities just for children.

The completion of the first phase has been commemorated by the opening of championship and 
club-size clay tennis courts at the new racquet club, and paddle courts open this summer.  In progress 

are works on the first lagoons and beach club which will open 2018.   

As part of the evolution of this remarkable destination, a collection of residences has been designed 
to complement the Mediterranean scenery and La Reserva Club’s lifestyle of privilege and ease. 

Topiol continues, “We want to ensure that La Reserva Club meets the demands of today’s sophis-
ticated visitors and residents, yet stays true to the principles of Sotogrande’s founders. La Reserva 
Club will be a special place of relaxed sophistication and this is the exact quality that has always been 

central to the local philosophy.  

“While Sotogrande provides its guests and residents with a sense of place among a wider community, 
La Reserva Club tops this with discreet elegance and even greater possibility.

“What makes Sotogrande truly unique compared with other world-famous ocean-fronting destina-
tions such as St. Tropez or Miami, is its peaceful aspect reinforced by its private character and low 

density which helps protect the environment.
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For further information about La Reserva Club, please visit: 
www.7sotogrande.com | www.sotogrande.com | www.lareservaclubsotogrande.com

“It is a place where you can spend time in complete peace, privacy and tranquillity, where time seems to 
stand still, far away from all the day-to-day hustle and bustle. It is a private community where residents 
and visitors come to connect with family and friends, and reconnect with themselves.   It is understated 
luxury, where there is no pretence, just ease with oneself.  Of course, if you want the bright lights of Mar-
bella that is only 30 minutes’ drive away.  At Sotogrande and La Reserva Club, Sotogrande’s latest private 
and gated community, we provide barefoot luxury.  As well, the climate is ideal, 350 days of sun each year, 

beautiful in temperate winter with welcome summer breezes.”

Scattered among the hills and enclaves, the villas here will be homes for living and spaces for families with 
comfort at their very core. Private and secure within gated areas of parkland, the properties will be con-
temporary masterpieces that allow the surrounding scenery to unfold around them. Landscaping therefore 
leads the vision for this project and Jean Mus, France’s highly decorated architecte paysagiste who created 
the gardens at the Ritz Paris and Palais de Monaco, has been appointed to design the natural areas, mar-

rying the ancient landscape to his signature Provençal style.  

The apex of La Reserva Club’s property portfolio will be a world-first collection of seven extraordinary vil-
las. On private one-hectare plots, each one has been specifically designed by an internationally renowned 
architect from Brazil to southern and northern Europe to complement the incredible scenery that sur-
rounds it. These will be homes like no other in the world, appealing to people who dream of distinctive 
style and ‘one-of-a-kind’ architecture. These villas combine exceptional living and entertaining spaces, 
extensive leisure facilities, screening rooms and spa, swimming pools and terraces, garaging and staff quar-
ters. Their design blends in with the natural materials of the land and responds to the passage of the sun 

through the course of the day.

“The architects for the seven villas were specifically chosen as a result of their previous work in innova-
tion. We needed each architect to work with Jean Mus and create a harmony between architecture and 
nature, weaving and blending the landscape through their designs. They had to approach the project with 
great flexibility and an open mind. The result will be seven uniquely crafted residences and an absolute 

statement in architectural virtuosity and crafted landscaping.

“Our overall focus is a respect for nature and space – part of Sotogrande’s key features – and so the homes 
here sit comfortably within their own land, and there is room for contemplation and stillness. We have 

opted for the other end of the spectrum instead of creating a high density area.”

In all only ten private and secure communities are being created at La Reserva Club. Another of these is 
El Mirador, six sophisticated and contemporary villas with awe-inspiring views from their vantage point 

up high in the hills. Three have already sold at prices that were unseen for this region.

Designed by respected Andalucian practice, ARK, the four- to nine-bedroom villas balance modern ar-
chitecture with indigenous inspirations and include such facilities as indoor and outdoor swimming pools, 
steam rooms, media rooms and wine cellars, extensive entertaining spaces and landscaped gardens, plus 

staff accommodation and garaging.  Construction has already started on these.

Topiol concludes, “It is an incredibly exciting time for us. Our vision for La Reserva Club is now coming 
to fruition and it promises to charm the most discerning of visitors with its unrivalled qualities of barefoot 

luxury, incredible scenery, world-class facilities and entertainment.”
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Ever since its first luxury villas began to take shape among the wilderness of the 
western Costa del Sol 55 years ago, Sotogrande has been sought after as a place to 

enjoy the good life in a setting of exquisite beauty. 

This is the residential resort that the international elite choose when they want to relax in refined 
luxury on southern Spain’s Mediterranean coast. Andalucia’s largest privately-owned residential es-
tate is known for its world-class polo, golf and sailing. It routinely attracts the biggest international 
names in these sports, along with leaders in all sorts of other fields when they fancy time away from 

the spotlight to unwind instead on Sotogrande’s tennis courts, beaches or in its marina.

So when it came to choosing the location for a new Grand Prix,  there was no better fit. 

The Sotogrande Grand Prix made its debut this year over five days in May and brought over 100 vin-
tage and GT cars from across Europe.  It was supported by luxury leading brands including Ruinart, 

BMW, Porsche, Maserati, Le Beau Courally, Mercedes, EY, and Stow VP Bank.

The 900km route started in Seville, where 100 of Europe’s finest automobiles arrived at one of 
Andalucia’s most recognized cultural landmarks, Plaza de España.  During inspection by a team of 
international experts the public enjoyed the impressive display of vintage and top marque cars from 
today to pre-1965, elegantly fanned out around the plaza.  VIPs and participants shared an evening 

aperitif in 35-degree heat followed by a gala dinner at the Alfonso XIII. 

At first light the following morning, the scene was set, as photographers and onlookers captured 
the dramatic departure from the Plaza and through the narrow streets of the city. As cars swept 
through the Andalucian countryside, taking in cork forests and nature reserves in the heat, they 
were rewarded at their first pitstop, a memorable lunch in the splendour in the palace gardens – Los 

Jardines de Moratalla. 

Drivers and co-pilots celebrated their first day’s drive in Moorish style in the historic grounds of the 
Alcazar de los Reyes Cristianos.  On day two, onlookers had one final glimpse of the cars as they 

departed Cordoba’s Paseo de la Victoria and made their way onwards to Sotogrande. 

The final leg of the Sotogrande Grand Prix from Cordoba was perhaps the most challenging as the 
cars weaved their way to Ronda, where GT car participants put their motors to the test around the 

spectacular Ascari circuit in Ronda, Spain’s longest race track. 

The procession then made its way to Sotogrande, where cars tested their mettle in a captivating 
flying ¼ mile speed test through Sotogrande’s historic Paseo del Parque by the Guadiaro River 
bridge, eventually arriving alongside the restaurants, bars and shops along the waterfront at Marina 
Sotogrande to tooting klaxons, resounding applause and the area’s sophisticated buzz. There against 
the lively backdrop visitors could admire the cars and feel the energy of the race. Marina cocktails 
followed by a dinner party at the Trocadero Beach Club set the scene for a memorable Sotogrande 

experience to follow.

u
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The epitome of the Sotogrande Grand Prix was marked by the final momentous La Reserva Hill Climb 
and SOTOGRANDE CONCOURS D’ELEGANCE® supported by Bonhams auction house. 

As the official timekeeper, Belgian watchmaker Lebeau-Courally produced a limited edition of 25 
timepieces, worth €4,995 each, awarded to the winners.  The grand finale of the rally weekend was 
an exclusive black tie event at the La Reserva Golf Club, prize-giving and closing party, cementing 

La Reserva Club as a unique paradise to enjoy exceptional experiences.

Sotogrande, the place to savour the great outdoors and healthy Mediterranean climate,  presents the 
perfect backdrop for this exciting event for vintage car lovers to admire the Picassos and Van Goghs 

of motorting design. 

Even in its first year, the Sotogrande Grand Prix easily integrated itself into Sotogrande’s social cal-
endar.  With discerning eyes on Spain’s best-known luxury residential and sporting estate, the Grand 
Prix was an excellent fixture that this year has included the J80 and RC44 sailing races, various golf 
tournaments at La Reserva Club and tennis events at the new championship clay courts.  The new 
padel facilities open in July,  when the Grand Slam high-goal Cartier Gold Cup polo comes to town.

Imagine a healthy spirit of competition and conviviality among likeminded people, combined with 
the warm Spanish hospitality and sunshine and here is the essence of life in Sotogrande. 

LUXURY LIVING POWER
u

www.sotogrande.com

u
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Welcome to

MARINA 
SotogRANde
Known as the first harbour of the Mediterranean, our distinctive personal-
ity comes from the myriad of cultures which have left their mark in this 
southern region of Europe, the entrance to the Straits of Gibraltar, some-

what suited and synonym to the Andalusian hospitality.

A LittLe bit of History

The Administrative Concession for the construction of the har-
bour and inner marina was approved by the Cabinet council on 
23rd July 1982, for a period of 75 years, which will take us to 
2057. The harbour was official inaugurated on 21st June 1987. 
Compared to the present day total of 1380  berths, at that time 
a mere 535 berths were available in the main harbour area.  An 
outside dinner party and firework display started Puerto So-

togrande off with a bang.

Until this development, the sporting inclinations of Sotogrande 
had been only golf and polo, centred on the Sotogrande course 
and Cucurucho area.  With this maritime project, Sotogrande 

opened out into the Mediterranean and beyond.  

A big development and expansion of focus, but the core values 
of Sotogrande had not changed : Family, Sport and Relaxation 

to the highest levels  

The harbour today is in many ways the social centre of the ur-
banization. A meeting place for a cup of coffee, a business reun-
ion, a family event or celebration, product  promotion, a quiet 
corner to catch up on that unread newspaper or book, a meal 
with friends,  administrative chores, a perusal of the shops and 
other commercial premises.   All these options and much more 

are accommodated in the harbour today. 

Our installations have been home to name just a few events; the 
Hobie Cat-16 World Championship, J 80 World and National 
Champions, the dynamic RC 44 challenge, Atlantic Gate Rally, 

GC-32 Racing Tour, Triathlon San Roque

Yet the intimate squares and gardens, offer peace and quiet just 
a stones throw away.  The ability to hold that perfect balance is 

the Sotogrande secret.
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We don’t just fiLL bertHs And repAir boAts! 

Puerto Sotogrande, S.A. has over 25 years experience of marina management.  Our management 
beginnings are rooted in the strategy of quality and excellence.  Over the years we have evolved and 
developed not only our installations, but our staff receive permanent training and instruction.  Our 
personnel are the main key to our value and help set us apart from the “crowd”.  Our organization is 
made up of a managed team whose aim is to obtain satisfied users of Puerto Sotogrande. Our qual-
ity services and installations are fully certified and maintained with the  ADEC -Blue Flag, ISO-
14001-2004,ISO- 9001. We were the first pleasure harbour in Spain to draw up and obtain official 
approved of a contingency plan.  Our commitment with the environment is on going to contribute 

to a sustainable touristic plan.

 MArinA sotogrAnde in figures

u	 The whole project covers an area of more than 60 hectares
u	 1380 berths between 6 and 50mts LOA
u	 A total water surface of 206.158m2
u	 Boat yard surface area 8.000m2 Interior esplanard 3.500m2
u	 Workshops surface area 400m2
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Grand architectural ensembles have shaped the history of modern design. Yet to 
find a site where a select coterie of globally acclaimed studios can express them-
selves fully is still exceptionally rare. La Reserva Club is one such find. Set high 
above the rolling Sierra Almenara hills, La Reserva Club is the most exclusive resi-
dential destination in Sotogrande, the jewel of Spain’s beautiful southern coastline. 
For generations, families and individuals have come to Sotogrande to experience 
the landscape, the privacy, the views and the lifestyle. Many beautiful houses have 
been built in this spacious and secluded region which over five decades has charted 

the nuances of architectural progression. 

Brazilian architect Marcio Kogan makes use of the expansive site of his design for 
Villa 1. ‘The veranda is the heart of our home,’ he says, ‘it offers an expansive lookout 
with views across the Mediterranean to Gibraltar and North Africa, and is a perfect 
meeting point for family and friends.’ Kogan’s studio MK27 was founded in 1980s 
Sao Paulo and has subsequently received global acclaim for the quality of its resi-
dential design. At Sotogrande, Kogan has shaped a house that culminates in a light, 
airy pavilion, surrounded by a terrace and with opening walls to bring the outside 
in. This pavilion sits above generous six-bedroom accommodation, with pools both 
indoor and out, a spa area, gym and media room. Stone walls, traditional wooden 
verandas and terraces that seep into the scented landscape create a hilltop retreat of 

rare subtlety and grace.

Now Sotogrande can also lay claim to one of the most remarkable ensembles of 21st century resi-
dential architecture yet assembled.  Sited on La Reserva’s highest peak, with direct views over La 
Reserva Club’s manicured fairways to the Mediterranean beyond, is a 12-hectare park that is a per-
fect place for architectural innovation. Here the grounds themselves have been shaped by Jean Mus, 
the legendary French landscape designer, renowned for his skill at translating the scale, topography, 

planting and colour of the Provencal and Mediterranean regions into grand private gardens.

The naturalistic landscape shaped by Mus will be complemented by seven very special houses, each 
representing a particular demonstration of global architectural talent. Each design is woven into the 
landscape, utilising Mus’s paths, planting and vistas to heighten the sense of privacy and rural seclusion. 
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Villa 2 has been designed by the London-based practice of Gu-
muchdjian Architects. Founded by Philip Gumuchdjian in 1998, 
the studio has won many awards and worked on cultural projects 
all around the world, including the Centre Pompidou-Metz in 
collaboration with the Japanese architect Shigeru Ban. At So-
togrande, Gumuchdjian and his team have created a house that 
fans out from the heart of the site, offering up a spread of linked 
pavilions for different functions. The lower level houses guest 
suites, a pool and gym complex, media room and staff accommo-
dation, while the upper level is formed of four distinct structures, a 
dining room, living room, family room and master bedroom suite, 
all linked by terraces, walkways and pools that step down through 
the sloping site. The dwelling’s scale is therefore cleverly concealed 
by the landscape, creating a series of intimate but striking archi-
tectural forms. ‘It’s a platform for a perfect indoor and outdoor 

lifestyle,’ the architect says.  
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Andreas Martin-Löf began his practice in 2008. The young Swed-
ish designer has worked extensively in Stockholm and London 
and brings a warm Scandinavian ambience to his interiors. Villa 3 
is arranged as a cubic volume, set in an undulating meadow, with 
terraces and walkways and a secret garden and pools. The main 
house features a grand central atrium rising up from the lower 
level, with its indoor pool, spa, gym and media room. The ground 
level consists of interconnecting reception areas, with three main 
bedroom suites on the upper level. A separate Guest House ad-
joins the linear pool. The landscaping is kept as natural as possible, 
in stark contrast to Martin-Löf›s precisely rendered walls, deep 
window openings and covered terraces. This combination of bu-
colic splendour and architectural rigour creates a secluded family 
retreat, described by the architect as ‘minimal in its appearance but 

rich in its spatially complex interior.’  

Professor Ben van Berkel›s acclaimed Amsterdam-based practice, 
UNStudio, has been at the forefront of avant-garde architectural 
design since he founded it with Caroline Bos in 1988. Villa 4 is 
a spectacular demonstration of UNStudio’s bold approach, with 
a flowing arrangement of spaces that wraps around the site. Their 
trademark fluidity results in roofs that swoop and intersect, and 
stone and concrete buttresses that appear to grow organically out of 
the landscape. “How you move through the house follows the path 
of the sun throughout the day,” Van Berkel explains. Geometry and 
technology are fused in a spectacular piece of sculptural modernism.

The Office of Architecture in Barcelona, OAB, is a collective stu-
dio created by the Spanish architect Carlos Ferrater in 2005. Fer-
rater has a distinguished portfolio of residential and hospitality 
architecture, creating hotels for Mandarin Oriental amongst oth-
ers. OAB’s circular house is arranged around an internal court-
yard with a walkway that unites the living spaces with Jean Mus’s 
evocative landscaping. The courtyard acts as a focal point around 
which the various functions and accommodations are arranged, 
with both internal and external views and a floorplan with gener-
ous amounts of indoor and outdoor circulation space. As with all 
the houses on La Reserva, the size of the plot, the contours of the 
land and, above all, the skilled manipulation of architectural space 
results in a house that is a truly private world, safe, secure and 

embedded within nature. 

The intention behind the seven houses at La Reserva has been 
to preserve and enhance the landscape wherever possible, and all 
the architects have made the relationship between the site and 
the space the driving force behind their designs. Villa 6, designed 
by the Spanish studio of Fran Silvestre, is another demonstration 
of the powerful relationship between form and nature, between 
natural and artificial and the organic and the geometric. Silvestre’s 
house is a ribbon of concrete that appears to be laid across the 
site, folding back and forth in a rhythmic arrangement of form. 
Ferrater›s design is truly inside/out living, with sinuous ribbons 

containing bedrooms and reception areas separated by great expans-
es of landscape, framed and shaped by the curves and cantilevers of 
the building itself. As the sun moves across the sky, the views and 
experiences of dining or reclining on one of the many terraces con-

stantly changes with the shifting nature of light and shadow. 

Every one of The Seven in La Reserva Club is generous without 
being ostentatious, using careful planning and massing to reduce 
their visual impact. As a result, their generous specifications – all 
with indoor and outdoor pools, spas and gymnasiums and a pleth-
ora of terraces – are integrated into the design and the landscape. 
Discretion and privacy are seamlessly integrated into the design. 
Even services, staff quarters, parking and preparation kitchens are 
included, but the primary public areas, be they reception rooms, 
master suites or generous guest houses, are arranged so as not to 
infringe upon Jean Mus’s landscape strategy and the sense of being 
embedded within an untouched landscape. Yet La Reserva Club is 
also part of the wider Sotogrande community, with all the facilities 
and amenities it provides, from golf to health clubs, award-win-
ning restaurants and contemporary boutiques, bars and galleries. 
The entire Sotogrande complex is a rare oasis of privacy on Spain›s 
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stunning southern Mediterranean coastline, taking advantage of 
the beautiful climate and almost perpetual opportunity to live an 
outdoor life. Fishing, hunting and riding join other sports like golf, 
tennis, polo and water sports, while the full marina also offers sail-

ing lessons. 

The final house, Villa 7, has been designed by the award-winning 
Oslo firm of Jensen and Skodvin, best known for their series of 
exquisite residential and hotel projects set amongst the spectacular 
landscapes of their native Norway. In Sotogrande, the rich ma-
teriality of their work in Northern Europe is echoed by the use 
of warm wood and stone and high-tech glass, with a cluster of 
pitched roofs forming a dramatic silhouette against the skyline. 
Inside, the main living areas are set beneath these roofs on the up-
per level, with high ceilings and extensive glazed walls to melt the 
separation between terrace and reception space. On the level be-
low, an expansive and organic, cave-like sauna complex is reached 
directly from the generous master suite, with an array of guest 
suites fanning out across the plan for separation and privacy. Villa 
7 offers a delightful environment for any family, with grounds that 

include climbing walls, trails and campsites. 

La Reserva’s seven architects have come together to shape a resi-
dential opportunity unlike any other before it. Seven contempo-
rary masterpieces, set together amongst a rich, rolling landscape, 
represent one of the greatest concentrations of innovative domes-
tic design and architectural talent ever assembled. These are gener-
ous family homes but also important design statements, fully inte-
grated with their spectacular environments to provide a luxurious 

oasis for contemporary living.

Find out more about The Seven at www.7sotogrande.com For other residential opportunities within La Reserva’ privae and secure ten 
communities including El Mirador designed by Andalucian firm, ARK, and custom home sites throughout the lands of La Reserva 

Club, please contact the dedicated sales team tel: +34 856 560 922 sotogrande@sotogrande.com
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WHY?
If you’re considering relocating to Spain 
Sotogrande should be your first option?

Sotogrande is one of Europe’s most sought after addresses, situated on the 
Iberian Peninsula this beautiful private residential resort encompasses a 20 
square kilometre stretch from the Mediterranean coastline where its famous 
yachting marina lies to dramatic hills and protected parkland. Its reputation as 
Andalucía’s largest private enclave of luxury and sporting pursuits has long since 
drawn discerning families, visitors and second homers from Europe and beyond.

LUXURY LIVING
u

Created in 1962 by the visionary Colonel Joseph McMicking, Sotogrande is a residential hideaway 
interwoven amongst golf courses and other green spaces, with La Reserva, Almenara Golf Club and  
Valderrama Golf Club, officially rated the number one golf course in Europe and host to the 1997 

Ryder Cup to name but a few.

If golf is not your thing the resort is also home to the Santa María Polo Club one of the most 
important and prestigious polo clubs in the world.  Currently, the club has nine polo fields, and a 
number of exercise tracks, boxes, etc... And due to its location and climate, it is without a doubt an 
incomparable spot to play polo. The Summer Polo Tournament is undoubtedly the most elite sport 

event in Spain, and one of the most exclusive in the world. 

With an enviable coastline, sailing is another favourite activity and most recently the resort hosted 
the RC44 Championship Tour and J80 World Championships it also offers a range of alternative 
water sports from kayaking, snorkelling, paddle-boarding to wakeboarding and kitesurfing or private 
or group boat tours to experience the Mediterranean’s magical marine life with the Orca, sperm and 

pilot whale and playful bottlenose dolphin all swimming within these cobalt waters.

The Sotogrande marina is the heart of Sotogrande – this exclusive 550-berth leisure port is situated 
16 km north east of Gibraltar, and is the first destination yachts see as they enter the Mediterranean 
from the Atlantic. The development of the marina began in the 1960s and today it is one of Europe’s 
most exclusive cosmopolitan communities with the nearby shore tastefully lined with exclusive con-

dominiums, trendy boutiques, boating shops, elegant bars and chic restaurants.

With over 12km of sandy beaches it’s not surprising that the luxury housing market in Sotogrande 
is extremely buoyant with demand continuing to increase with well-priced properties selling quickly, 

particularly those with a sea view.

The properties on offer across the resort range in architectural styles varying from the traditional 
Andalucian and Moorish all the way through to modern and contemporary design with respected 
real estate’s agencies such as Nolls & Partners, Holmes Sotogrande and James Savills all on hand to 

provide the latest offerings in rental, resale or new builds. 

u
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At present several new developments are under construction across Sotogrande; the new La Finca 
development set within Sotogrande Alto is an affordable collection of luxury homes comprising of 
3, 4 and 5 bedrooms contemporary style homes each offering fantastic sea views. Sotogrande DOC 
offered exclusively by Nolls & Partners real estate is another exciting new development set within 
Sotogrande alto. The development consists of 12 very stylish and modern villas which encapsulate 

the very essence of Sotogrande in the 21st century. 

El Mirador, a new private collection of villas set within the exclusive area of La Reserva Club and 
part of Sotogrande SA´s major resort expansion is the first chapter of new beginnings for Soto-
grande. This private gated community of six sophisticated and contemporary villas has been designed 

to help the evolution of the resort while setting a benchmark for resort communities in Europe. 

And finally The Seven, another Sotogrande SA development which encompasses a truly exclusive 
collection of outstanding villas designed by some of the world’s most renowned architects. As de-
tailed upon pages……..  these exceptional villas are not just luxurious and exclusive but also created 
within a concept of sustainable development in mind in which cutting edge styling merges harmo-

niously with the natural environment surrounding it.

 Surprisingly, with all these new developments under construction there are still quite a few lots of 
land still available so if you simply can’t find that house of your dreams then local architects with 

insight in the area can assist.

With endless sporting pursuits and gastronomic delights Sotogrande has it all but for those with an 
appetite for culture and breath-taking scenery its neighbouring cities of Jerez, Granada, Seville and 
Cadiz, rooted in the folkloric tradition of flamenco, gastronomy and the torero, offer a glimpse into 
Spain’s Moorish past only add to Sotogrande’ s year round appeal and for those willing to drive the 
Sierra Nevada mountain range which is only a two-hour scenic drive offers skiing pursuits and fun 

during the winter months.

Sotogrande... where the living is luxurious

Anuncio Mirador 1 pag rev sotogrande-AF.indd   1 27/7/17   8:25
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Cadiz, rooted in the folkloric tradition of flamenco, gastronomy and the torero, offer a glimpse into 
Spain’s Moorish past only add to Sotogrande’ s year round appeal and for those willing to drive the 
Sierra Nevada mountain range which is only a two-hour scenic drive offers skiing pursuits and fun 

during the winter months.

Sotogrande... where the living is luxurious
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240    LUXURY LIVING

La ReseRva CLub 
White PaRty

Sundowners were sipped and 
suntans were on display as La 
Reserva Club painted the town 
white at their Summer Party, 
embracing the Spanish way of life; 
fine food, wine and dance. 
 
Supported by Rolls-Royce, 
Marbella Casino, Gigi Beach, 
Tourbillon and Bodegas Collado, 
guests were spotted enjoying 
canapés, indulging at various 
tasting stations and a fresh oyster 
bar, and dancing to live music, 
alongside magic shows and DJs 
encouraging a bustling dance 
floor.
 
The beautiful setting of La Reserva 
Club was a-glow with all white 
frills and flares and provided 
the perfect backdrop to the 
memorable midsummer evening.

Noémi Júlia Németh

Carla Hijma. Tourbillon Marbella Boutique Manager and the hostess 
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242    LUXURY LIVING

Rami Badr from Orion 
Marc Topiol y Arturo Rueda

Patricia Darch

sotogRande 
gRand PRix
The inaugural Sotogrande Grand Prix took place this 
year from 24th - 28th May. Europe’s most prestigious 
cars made their way from Seville’s iconic Plaza de 
España, through cultural Cordoba and culminating with 
a Flying ¼ Mile into Sotogrande.
 
Focusing on flawless mechanics, exceptional 
workmanship and exemplary car models, the 
Sotogrande Grand Prix demonstrated engineering 
brilliance from a bygone age through to the near future. 
 
Bonhams international auction house, BMW, Porsche, 
Maserati, EY and Stow VP Bank were among the brands 
that supported the event. The remarkable Sotogrande 
Concours D’Elegance showcased some of the world’s 
finest cars, with award-winners judged according to the 
scrupulous guidelines of the International Chief Judge 
Advisory Group.

Austin Healey 3000 MK 1 Porsche 356 A Speedster

MG TC 

Mercedes AMG SLS Black Series Shelby Cobra 2089

Chevrolet Corvette
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244    LUXURY LIVING

Porsche 356 A Speedster

Ferrari California T 

BMW i8 and Mercedes GTC Roadster Mercedes 190 SL 

Aston Martin DB2 DHC and Jaguar E-Type 1964 

Mercedes 300 SL and Porsche 356 A

Rolls-Royce Silver Cloud I Mulliner DHC, Porsche Speedster 550 A and Hispano Suiza Alfonso XIII 

Osca MT4

Kellison 
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